Hamburg, 19 October 2015

SPECIAL SALE
for prompt decision

Wir bieten Ihnen – vorbehaltlich endgültiger Bestätigung wie folgt an:

We offer you - subject to our final confirmation the following:

Preis / Price: auf Anfrage / on request.

Payment terms: to be agreed.

Delivery time: approx. 4 weeks after the receipt of the basic vehicle at our premises.

Warranty: The warranty period is 12 months after the receipt of the release of the vehicles. We are able to supply any spare parts during the next 7 years.

Remarks: Please pay attention that the basic vehicle can be a matter of customer’s preferences and can be changed anytime. Normally, our conversion is completely independent from the vehicle type, model, manufacturer and engine version of the vehicle.

Fotos / Pictures: anbei / attached.

Mit freundlichen Grüßen
With best regards

MANSAB - Auctioneers
M. Schnittka

New “TOYOTA” HIACE RESCUE AMBULANCE
As in attached descriptions

Preis / Price: auf Anfrage / on request.

Payment terms: to be agreed.

Delivery time: approx. 4 weeks after the receipt of the basic vehicle at our premises.

Warranty: The warranty period is 12 months after the receipt of the release of the vehicles. We are able to supply any spare parts during the next 7 years.

Remarks: Please pay attention that the basic vehicle can be a matter of customer’s preferences and can be changed anytime. Normally, our conversion is completely independent from the vehicle type, model, manufacturer and engine version of the vehicle.

Fotos / Pictures: anbei / attached.

Mit freundlichen Grüßen
With best regards

MANSAB - Auctioneers
M. Schnittka
Specifications

POWER & TILT STEERING,
ABS, SIDE IMPACT BEAM,
AIR BAG D + P,
BLACK Fr. & Rr. BUMPER,
GREEN LAMINATED WINDSHIELD GLASS,
BLACK OUTER MIRRORS, BLACK DOOR HANDLES, FUEL LID OPENER,
SEAT MATERIAL FABRIC,
SEAT BELT 3PELrx2+2PNRx1+PT (D+P),
DIGITAL CLOCK, DAY /NIGHT INNER REARVIEW MIRRORS,
D+P (FABRIC) SUN VISOR, SEATING CAPACITY: 3,
INTERMITTENT WIPER, METER ILLUMINATION CONTROL

Interior and Exterior Trim of The Rescue and Evacuation Vehicle for Continental Climate Zones

POS. QUANTITY DESCRIPTION

1 1 UNIT Interior Construction of Basic Vehicle to Mobile Intensive Care and Evacuation

- Draught and weather proofed sealing of all components and all cavities within the vehicle by building the vehicle/ as well as all spaces inside the doors in the patient’s room.
- Thermal insulation of walls, doors and the roof space
- Panelling of walls, doors and roof with white synthetic material panel
- Strengthening/amplification of all additional parts/components.
- Amplifications for walls is made by 1 mm (width) aluminium panels
- Spaces between the fibre walls is covered and sealed by aluminium section
- All edges and corners are rounded and are treated against woodworm and corrosion
- The vehicle is under-sealed and rustproofed. All new components fit to the equipment and the standard of the original parts/components.
- Resin bounded, waterproof plywood of 10mm (width)
- Installation of a handle (length: 1200 mm) along the ceiling

This is a Mercedes Benz Sprinter, High roof. Toyota Hiace will differ in sizes.
POS. | QUANTITY | DESCRIPTION
--- | --- | ---
2 | 1 | SET Wall Closets / Furniture inside the RESCUE I Version

Because the Emmert RESCUE I-Ambulance Version concentrates on transportation of the patient/injured person and a very fast medical supply, our construction and combination of furniture for this vehicle is limited, however covers all mandatory functions.

Left side of the vehicle/ Description of closets / Furniture:
- One unit of closet along the left side for vacuum splints and vacuum mattress with an opening lid by 3 push locks and an opening side by three push locks.
- Height: Half wall height, in order to have space for medical equipment as defibrillator or suction.
- Along this wall, we position the 1 unit of 12 V and 1 unit of 220-230 V.
- We also create an individual size of closets regarding on the number of immobilisation equipment. We also create an individual positioning of the sockets after we know which medical equipment will be used inside this vehicle.
  - One unit of closet for the oxygen bottle.
  - Above the closets there is a centre for light switches, ventilation switches, air conditioning switches.
  - One unit of closet divided in 3 parts
  - 4 units of drawers, with special turn-locks, weight capacity 40 kg each.
  - 1 shelf
  - 1 shelf for any equipment
  - The shelf is protected by a venetian blind, which can be closed and opened to protect the visibility.

Separation wall/ Description of closets / Furniture:
- Separation wall included a sliding window.
- In case of a high roof vehicle the RESCUE I version include a closed in the roof protected by a clap.
  - One folding seat incl. 3 position security belt is installed in the separation wall.
  - Behind the seat one storage space for a rescue suitcase can be created. All storage spaces for heavy-duty equipment is covered and protected by aluminium sheets.

Right side of the vehicle/ Description of closets / Furniture:
- A seating bench (over the arches) is installed with 2 points security belt. Under the bench, there is some space for any backpacks or suitcases for doctors/or any immobilisation equipment.

3 | 1 | SET Installation of lighting through 4 energy-saving lights to 2x8 watt each (incl. switchers) in the walls
- Separation wall between the driver’s and patient’s room incl. sliding window

4 | 1 | UNIT Floor tub / Floor cover
- Installation of a floor tub, which is covered by an anti-slip medical floor covering (colour: mix of grey, black, weight)

Easy to clean and can be treated with anti-septic liquids and formaldehyde cleaning substances.

The cover seals all corners and the walls are step-protected.

5 | 1 | SET Handles
All doors are equipped with handles for easy entry.
POS. QUANTITY DESCRIPTION

6 1 UNIT The corners of the furniture and the corners of the vehicle are rounded in order to prevent any injuries while moving.
The equipment in the sanitary compartment has special closing tools to secure tight close. Special surface and storage compartments are fire-resistant, easy cleaning, water-resistant.

7 1 SET Partition wall between driver’s room and patient’s room (sanitary compartment)
Sliding window in the partition wall. The window can be opaque.

8 1 UNIT Stretcher
Spencer CARRERA S TEC (CA11054C) including the fixation system on the floor of the vehicle.
Self-loading stretcher
The technical details are attached to this offer.

9 1 SET Seats
1 doctor’s seats are installed inside the patient room.
First seat is on the separation wall and the other is on the left side. This seat is foldable to the patient, to the driving direction and if not needed totally foldable to the wall.
The second seat is a seating bench with 2 point security belts, under the bench there is space for any backpacks or suitcases for doctors /or any immobilisation equipment.

The corners of the furniture and the corners of the vehicle are rounded in order to prevent any injuries while moving.
The equipment in the sanitary compartment has special closing tools to secure tight close. Special surface and storage compartments are fire-resistant, easy cleaning, water-resistant.

 Partition wall between driver’s room and patient’s room (sanitary compartment)
Sliding window in the partition wall. The window can be opaque.

Spencer CARRERA S TEC (CA11054C) including the fixation system on the floor of the vehicle.
Self-loading stretcher
The technical details are attached to this offer.

1 doctor’s seats are installed inside the patient room.
First seat is on the separation wall and the other is on the left side. This seat is foldable to the patient, to the driving direction and if not needed totally foldable to the wall.
The second seat is a seating bench with 2 point security belts, under the bench there is space for any backpacks or suitcases for doctors /or any immobilisation equipment.
10 1 UNIT All windows are totally opaque or up to 2/3rd or up to the customer.

POS. QUANTITY DESCRIPTION
11 1 SET Light installation inside patient’s room (sanitary compartment):
Lightning by noon lamps in the ceiling (day-night spotlight) / 4 lamps and one light in the ventilator.

12 1 SET O2 supply system by special non magnetic pipe lines including 1xO2 sockets incl.
fast release system

13 1 SET Electric plant
1 INSIDE sockets of 12 V
1 OUTSIDE sockets 230-240 V, switches and positioning can be determined by the customer
1 OUTSIDE socket 230 V / 1 unit of battery charger 12 V /14 A (LED-control lamp) complete
charging system and over load protection.
Installation of all using tools and switches inside the driver’s board and saloon.
Power supply board with switches in one circuit breaker box, which is placed under the drivers seat. All
breakers are numbered and identified.

14 1 SET Oxygen Supply System
Inhalation of patients
MODUL OXYGEN of Weinmann WM 22200 for INHALATION PURPOSES
With 1 adjustable cylinder of O2 (11 ltr each) with regulation and with quick connection sockets and
fire resistant cables incl. flow meter with humidifier. More information about the Weinmann moduls is
attached to this offer.

15 1 UNIT Pressure regulator for O2 bottles
Spencer type

16 1 UNIT Oxygen socket 02 inside the left wall, connected to the oxygen supply system

17 1 UNIT Electrical power take-off incl. 110 A alternator

18 1 SET Separate engine starting (-55 /+85°C) cable. On the one side put in the socket on
the vehicle, on the other side into a 230 V supply system. The accumulator will be recharged. Enables a
fast working and fluent power supply.

Additional storage battery 100 A under passenger’s seat.

19 1 UNIT Warning lights
Wail siren system with the possibility of activation from the driver’s seat.
Front flashing lights 12V.

20 1 UNIT Blue light beacon in front on vehicle’s roof with various sound variations and light
variations. Special wishes (traffic specifications) of the customer will be respected.
1400 mm length with 100 watt loud speakers, incl. microphone ,
Illuminated screen reading “Ambulance” in any language.
2 units of additional rotating blue light in the back, on the roof.

21 1 UNIT Air conditioning of the drivers and sanitary compartment (patient’s room)
The sanitary compartment is heated independently (full acclimatization).
Delivery and installation of 230V fan with max. power of 1400 Watt. Incl. regulation on the room thermostat.Licensed for vehicles.

POS. QUANTITY DESCRIPTION
22 1 UNIT Antenna 4 meters (68 – 87,5 MHz) incl. cable, incl. radio power supply
23 1 UNIT Electric Ventilation System on the ceiling with internal automatic shutter (light integrated)
24 1 SET Emmert Fahrzeuge Red Reflective High Quality Markings for RESCUE I Models. SIGNS WRITTEN IN FRONT, SIDES AND REAR.
Any international signs, logos are possible. Any languages are possible. Emmert create the graphical transformation of any signs.
25 1 UNIT Driver’s Cabin Option/space between driver’s seat and passenger’s seat Console in driver’s cabin between driver’s seat and passenger’s seat.
The console consists a cupboard for doctor’s files.
26 1 UNIT Fire extinguisher with bracket as holders. One unit in driver’s cabin and one unit in passenger´s compartment.
27 1 UNIT Spencer TRY 743 CPR upper body manikin with electronic pad
We deliver with every 5th ambulance one unit of these manikins for enable the customer constant training of the medical stuff or untrained helpers transporting the patients.

Conversion of AMBULANCE RESCUE I including integration of any medical equipment, including stretcher Spencer CARRERA S TEC

Basic Vehicle TOYOTA HIACE P2.7MT VAN LWB HR / NEW 2015

OPTION ITEM / The price for this item is not included in the total amount chart.

POS. QUANTITY DESCRIPTION
29 1 UNIT Weinmann ULM Case
WM 5308/s
ULM CASE I with complete equipment, Standard
Supply Schedule:
ULM CASE I with 2 ampoule strips for 13 ampoules each (WM 8840)
Set of Standard labels (WM 15505)
Ampoule strips with space for 10 ampoules (WM 15587)
• Oxygen device (WM 3675):
Belts for O2 cylinders, 2 pieces, (WM15141)
COMBIBAG Resuscitator for adults and children (WM 11000)
Oxygen reservoir for COMBIBAG (WM 11052)
- Set of ventilation masks, with inflatable mask seal of silicone (WM 15481)
- Set of Rendell-Baker ventilation masks, silicone, (WM 15482)
- Set of oropharyngeal tubes (Guedel) (WM 15483)
- Set of nasopharyngeal tubes (Wendl) (WM 15484)
- MANUVAC suction pump (WM 10800)

Set of suction catheters (WM 15051)
- Set of small medical products (WM15485)
- Intubation set (WM 15486)
- Laryngoscope, metal, with two McIntosh tongue depressors (Sizes 0, 1 and 4), with batteries (WM 5105),
  - Set of disposable tracheal tubes (WM 15075)
  - Sphygmomanometer (WM 5206), Blood pressure apparatus incl. bandage cuff, child cuff is included
  - Stethoscope one for adults and one paediatric (WM 5207)
  - Pressure infusion device with gauge (WM 5201)

Dimensions: 52.6 x 40.0 x 17.0 cm

Country of origin: Federal Republic of Germany

Price / each unit/ packed and delivered to the ambulance RESCUE I  2,690.00 EUR